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ABSTRACT

E-government agencies in developed and developing countries are anticipating efficiency and effectiveness gains from the evolution of new e-business models. Such agencies are attempting to adopt and adapt the new technologies to public e-business in order to achieve the benefits being realised by entities in the private sector. The adoption of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is one of these e-business models. The purpose of this chapter is to explore the adoption of ERP by the Australian Department of Defence through longitudinal action research. This development may be of interest to other public sectors wishing to avoid unnecessary expense and achieve an efficient and effective outcome in minimum time.

INTRODUCTION

Senior management in government is continuously seeking cost savings and improved effectiveness and efficiency. In this pursuit, large, medium and small governments around the world are considering Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), and are looking for guidance as to how ERP can be used with highest amenity, lowest cost and least change. They have variously considered ERP as a pervasive government wide tool for coordinating many activities such as e-procurement, HR, project management, finance, and budgeting. This adoption has been because downsizing and outsourcing pressures to reduce costs have been and will continue to be intense. While the adoption of ERP has been viewed as a means of reducing costs, in practice such implementation often increases costs (Cordella and Simon, 1997. Cordella, 2006. Cordella, 2001). The ICT Development Index provides IT benchmarking information across nations indicating that ‘large disparities remain among countries’ (ITU, 09).
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER

The purpose of this chapter is to examine how public e-procurement policy was translated into practice by the Australian Department of Defence and its implications for management. Contrary to senior management expectations, the implementation of this ERP pilot model did not require any expensive consultancies or any change management of existing structures, systems or processes. Its research, development and implementation was undertaken by two employees over a twelve month period. It is suggested the generic ERP model so developed may be of interest to other e-government agencies.

LITERATURE REVIEW

ERP data is often spread throughout different government functions such as accounting, project management, purchasing and procurement, and supply logistics. Wittmann & Cullen (2000) suggest that such data is a key value driver. In many government organizations it remains an untapped source of core government business data. It could be that this is because its value is not fully recognised by government managers, or that some or all of these functions have been outsourced to an external provider and so have become opaque to management. While outsourcing may seem an attractive option, outsourcing such a core function leads to dependency upon external, often rent seeking, ERP vendors. Such rent seeking can take the form of demands for system and software adoption and upgrades, specialist training for staff, ongoing license fees on a per user basis, consultancy fees, special service fees and so on. Once committed to such ERP arrangements, it is difficult to break out of such contracts without suffering heavy penalties. But to remain in the arrangement is also very expensive – it becomes a most effective monopoly for the ERP vendor.

The benefits of ERP are that it enables masses of information, previously dispersed and fragmented, difficult and expensive to bring together manually in a timely way, to be brought together and interrogated in seconds (Wailgum, 2007). This contributes to improved e-government efficiency and effectiveness, and to a lowering of an e-government’s transaction costs and environmental impacts. Because ERP can be used to collect, correlate, track and aggregate electronic transactions quickly and easily, it has the potential to become a valuable source of strategic and operational knowledge for management, with cost saving and performance management potential. For example, an ERP system enables various data from functions such as accounting, finance, logistics, e-procurement, and project management to be collected, collated, coordinated, and disseminated through active, layered, routine or special performance reports. ERP systems may be designed to record and provide data for measuring critical aspects of ‘core’ business operations across an organization, from strategy development, planning and execution, performance measurement and management. operations and control. An ERP system can continuously report to management the knowledge of which can be used to measure and hence evaluate organizational performance, processes and functions that were previously hidden, disparate or disjointed (Bouret, 2005). Through these means, ERP creates a single, central repository of timely, accurate data and assists in providing information so that more effective resource allocation decisions can be made by management (Business Software, 08).

ERP database s and systems are core business for any government, yet they are often outsourced to ERP vendors at considerable capital set up costs and subsequent ongoing service and maintenance costs. This outsourcing then leaves government vulnerable to activities over which management has little control (Markoff 2009a,b).

Most ERP vendor systems were initially designed to be used by discrete manufactur-
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